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Abstract: Wastewater surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 is becoming a widespread public health metric,
but little is known about pre-analytical influences on these measurements. We examined SARS-CoV-2
loads from two sewer service areas with different travel times that were within the same metropolitan
area. Throughout the one-year study, case rates were nearly identical between the two service
areas allowing us to compare differences in empirical concentrations relative to conveyance system
characteristics and wastewater treatment plant parameters. We found time did not have a significant
effect on degradation of SARS-CoV-2 when using average transit times (22 vs. 7.5 h) (p = 0.08), or
under low flow conditions when transit times are greater (p = 0.14). Flow increased rather than
decreased SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted concentrations, but this increase was only significant in one
service area. Warmer temperatures (16.8–19.8 ◦C) compared with colder (8.4–12.3 ◦C) reduced SARS-
CoV-2 case-adjusted loads by ~50% in both plants (p < 0.05). Decreased concentrations in warmer
temperatures may be an important factor to consider when comparing seasonal dynamics. Oxygen
demand and suspended solids had no significant effect on SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted loads overall.
Understanding wastewater conveyance system influences prior to sample collection will improve
comparisons of regional or national data for SARS-CoV-2 community infections.
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1. Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 wastewater surveillance has proven to be a cost-effective, non-invasive,
and comprehensive tool for estimating changes in community COVID-19 burdens [1–8].
Nationwide efforts to establish a coordinated approach to wastewater surveillance are un-
derway; however, empirical values for SARS-CoV-2 RNA measurements vary significantly
across the country, state lines, or even laboratories due to differences in equipment, re-
sources, methodology, and evaluation of data [9,10]. The National Wastewater Surveillance
System (NWSS) is envisioned to ultimately cover all 50 states within the US, encompassing
many different types of wastewater systems [11]. Multiple analytical methods are being
employed to quantify SARS-CoV-2 RNA, with differences in recovery and efficiency in
detecting the viral signal encompassing more than an order of magnitude [12]. As this
program expands, interpretations of empirical data across different systems can be more
feasible if we understand the magnitude of influence of sewer system parameters compared
with post-sampling analytical differences.

The goals of this study were to obtain an accurate residence time of two sewer networks
to examine travel time effects on decay and to determine how wastewater parameters may
affect SARS-CoV-2 RNA concentrations entering wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs).
Because SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus [13] its
outer lipid layer may render it more sensitive than other viruses to temperature, organic
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solvents, and other constituents encountered in the wastewater treatment cycle [10]. High-
priority research opportunities cited by the Water Research Foundation include furthering
our understanding of the effect of wastewater pretreatment on genetic signal, and dilution
or persistence of the genetic signal in the sewer collection system [14]. Specific param-
eters in the sewer collection system that have a known influence on viral RNA and are
assumed to have an impact on SARS-CoV-2 detection in wastewater, include pH, tempera-
ture, organic matter, solids content, residence time in the sewer, sampling, and microbial
antagonism [15–17]. While various studies have performed analysis on the decay of SARS-
CoV-2 RNA in wastewater influent in a laboratory setting, they are often performed with
surrogate enveloped virus spikes [15,18–22] which have been shown to behave differently
than authentic in situ SARS-CoV-2 found within the wastewater matrix [23,24]. A major
barrier to performing in situ studies and comparing real wastewater systems is that the
true input of SARS-CoV-2 virus from the population is unknown and likely different for
individuals depending on the severity of disease, stage of infection, and other factors [25].

This study utilized two wastewater service areas, one surrounded by a second larger
one, that serve a single large metropolitan area. The similar case rates and close geographic
proximity allowed us to analyze how various parameters can affect SARS-CoV-2 concentra-
tion during the residence time within each sewer network. In this study, the approximate
travel time at different flow rates (average, maximum, and minimum) for two service areas
were determined. Once we established the different travel times of the two conveyance
systems, we assessed the loss of SARS-CoV-2 signal associated with the longer travel times.
We also examined the effect of flow rate, temperature, BOD, and TSS on SARS-CoV-2
(N1 and N2 targets) in both WWTPs. Additionally, to gain insight into dilution effects,
we analyzed the flow rate, and human fecal (PMMoV) concentration. It was determined
that within typical residence times (up to 100 h) of SARS-CoV-2 within the wastewater
conveyance system, temperature was the only parameter that had a significant influence
on SARS-CoV-2 concentrations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Engineered Parameters

The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewage District (MMSD) is comprised of two sepa-
rate WWTPs: Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility (JI) which serves a population of
470,007 residents; and South Shore Water Reclamation Facility (SS) which serves a popula-
tion of 615,934 residents in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, USA (Figure 1). A portion of JI
services (37%) a combined sewer system, meaning that industrial, urban, residential, and
environmental run-off all contribute unique factors to the wastewater matrix. SS serves a
much larger area, and its sewer network is better equipped for larger flows (average pipe
diameter SS = 43.6 in, average divertible pipe diameter from JI = 32.8 in). Under high flow
conditions, 47% of JI sewers can be diverted to SS (Figure 1) to avoid sewer backups. This
diversion occurs rarely and only increases the SS sewer network by 11%. Overall, the SS
conveyance system is comprised of a larger surface area and has longer travel times.

2.2. Sampling

Our analysis included a total of 186 samples that were collected biweekly between
26 August 2020, and 22 August 2021, from JI and SS WWTPs. Flow-weighted composite
samples were collected twice per week over a 24 h period according to the plant standard
collection procedures and were stored at 4 ◦C prior to in-person collection from the WWTP.
Upon arrival at the laboratory, samples were stored at 4 ◦C before processing within 24 h.
Influent chemical and physical measurements were taken by WWTP operators employing
their routine procedures. The average parameter values confirmed that both conveyance
systems had similar conditions except for BOD (Table 1).
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Figure 1. MMSD sewer tributary areas consisting of 162,373 acres of land divided between JI and SS 
sewer systems. Collectively 131,756 acres goes to SS WWTP (blue), and 30,617 acres goes to JI WWTP 
(green). A total of 14,334 acres of JI service area can be diverted to SS under high flow conditions 
(dark red). Divertible maintenance pipes are indicated by light red. The legend indicates which legs 

Figure 1. MMSD sewer tributary areas consisting of 162,373 acres of land divided between JI and SS
sewer systems. Collectively 131,756 acres goes to SS WWTP (blue), and 30,617 acres goes to JI WWTP
(green). A total of 14,334 acres of JI service area can be diverted to SS under high flow conditions
(dark red). Divertible maintenance pipes are indicated by light red. The legend indicates which legs
(labeled on map) flow to which WWTP. Legs with an * indicate legs that are diverted to SS under
high flow conditions and corresponds to 11% of the SS service area. Map provided by MMSD.
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Table 1. Comparison of JI and SS parameters across all samples (n = 186), and in warmest (n = 70)
versus coldest (n = 38) months. Samples were collected from an automated samplers at MMSD
reclamation facility, aliquots were removed by WWTP operators.

Parameter SS Average JI Average

Warmest temperatures (◦C) 17.86 18.54
Coldest temperatures (◦C) 10.97 10.35
Annual temperature (◦C) 14.9 15.30

Warmest Daily Average Flow Rate (MGD) 82.29 89.69
Coldest Daily Average Flow Rate (MGD) 92.58 86.32
Annual daily average flow rate (MGD) 79.00 83.30

Warmest Total Suspended Dolids (TSS) (mg/L) 267.71 247.69
Coldest TSS (mg/L) 253.16 233.16
Annual TSS (mg/L) 273.00 245.00

Warmest Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) (mg/L) 331.43 * 271.40
Coldest BOD (mg/L) 314.74 248.95
Annual BOD (mg/L) 343.00 * 273.00

* Significant difference between the JI and SS measurements.

2.3. Wastewater Sample Processing and RNA Extraction

A volume of 25 mL of each well-mixed influent wastewater sample was spiked
with 250 µL magnesium chloride solution (25 mM) to enhance viral amplification, and
approximately 100,000 copies/µL of BCoV to act as an internal control for RNA recovery.
The sample was filtered on an HA filter (MF-Millipore, Carrigtwohill, Ireland) and stored
at −80 ◦C for a minimum of 2 h prior to viral RNA extraction to help complete lysis and
improve RNA yield [26]. The samples were removed from the −80 ◦C, spiked with 6.5 µL
of β- mercaptoethanol to denature RNAses (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and
allowed to thaw on ice. Once thawed, the samples were bead-beat, and RNA extracted
using a PowerMicrobiome kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany). For more detailed information on the sample filtration and extraction processes,
see the protocols.io: https://www.protocols.io/researchers/m4ule122t1s4ule1/protocols
(accessed on 10 March 2022).

2.4. ddPCR Analyses

The CDC’s 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR primers and probes were used in ddPCR to
quantify the RNA of the N1 and N2 regions SARS-CoV-2 on a twice per week basis [27].
The primers and probe sequences are shown in Table S1 [27–30]. All ddPCR assays were
performed in 22 µL reaction mixtures using the one-step RT-ddPCR Advanced Kit for
Probes (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The ddPCR assays were amplified using the Mas-
tercycler pro (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and were read using the Bio-Rad QX200
Droplet Digital System. The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ)
thresholds and other quality control parameters are described in Section 2.7. Raw droplet
amplification data were extracted from the Bio-Rad QuantaSoft Analysis software and pro-
cessed using R package twoddpcr (version 1.11.0). See Feng et. al. for detailed description
ddPCR analysis [3].

2.5. Fecal Markers and Quality Control

The fecal strength of untreated wastewater was determined by quantifying the human
marker, PMMoV, in each sample [28]. A 1:10 dilution of each sample was made, and the
assay was performed according to the one-step ddPCR procedure as described in Section 2.4.
Inhibition effects due to the wastewater sample matrix on ddPCR amplifications of SARS-
CoV-2 were determined using a known amount of Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus
(BRSV) added to the sample matrix and BCoV was quantified to assess RNA recovery
according to previously published methods [3]. No inhibition was observed for any sample
tested (Supplemental Data Set S1). Two no template controls (NTCs) using nuclease-free
water were run for each assay. For the N1/N2 duplex assay, an additional positive control

https://www.protocols.io/researchers/m4ule122t1s4ule1/protocols
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using a 1:8 diluted Exact Diagnostics SARS-CoV-2 standard (Bio-Rad) in duplicate was
included in each run. All assays were confirmed to have two standards within an acceptable
range of 100 droplets, and two NTCs below the LOD. The limit of detection (LOD) and the
limit of quantification (LOQ) were determined for the N1 and N2 assays (LOD ≈ 13,299,
LOQ ≈ 40,007 copies per case). All samples used for this analysis were above the LOD. See
Feng et. al. for detailed description of limits of blank, detection, and quantification [3].

2.6. Travel Time Calculation

The MMSD sewer system is a complex network composed of 39 separate legs of
large pipes comprising a municipal interceptor system that eventually flow to either JI or
SS WWTP. Each leg was assigned a different letter or letter combination (Figure 1). The
approximate minimum, maximum, and average travel times were calculated for both JI
and SS using Equation (1).

Th =
(L/B)

V
. (1)

where the travel time in hours (Th) is equal to the total leg length in meters (L), divided
by the number of branches within a leg that lead to the same outfall (B), divided by the
metered velocity in meters per second (V), which was measured hourly. A total of 56.5% of
the velocity values fell below the average and 43.5% above the average.

MMSD provided hourly velocity data captured from meters throughout 33 of the
39 legs, excluding B1, R4, ST, U1, XB, and XT, for the entire timeline of our sample collection.
Additional information used to complete the calculation included the location of each meter
within the treatment system, the length, diameter, and slope of each pipe, the inlet and
outlet pipes of each leg, and the direction of flow. Velocity from four representative
subsewersheds in SS and three representative subsewersheds in JI are displayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Hourly metered velocity readings from four representative subsewersheds in SS WWTP
(within legs Q, R2, SB, T), and three representative subsewersheds in JI WWTP (within legs C, F1, I)
over the course of this study.

Various instances of negative velocity values were collected at each meter, which
indicates the sensor was not measuring accurately at that time. This can result from a
variety of issues including fouling, debris, equipment failure, poor flow conditions, or
levels below necessary minimums. For this analysis, all negative values were removed from
the data set. Using only the positive values from the 13,128 hourly readings for each meter
between 1 January 2020 and 1 July 2021, the minimum, maximum, and average velocities
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were calculated in R-Studio for each metered section. For the six legs mentioned above in
which were not metered, approximate velocity values were estimated using an average of
the most similar pipes according to slope, length, diameter, and location (Table S2).

To simulate high flow travel times, the maximum velocity for each leg was used to
determine the travel time of that leg, then all legs leading to each specific WWTP were
summed. To simulate low flow travel times, the minimum positive velocity for each leg
was used to determine the travel time of that leg, then all legs leading to each specific
WWTP were summed. For the average travel time estimate, the arithmetic average velocity
for each meter was used. While the sewer system is designed to divert an additional 10% of
acreage to SS under severe high flow-weather conditions, diversions were not considered
because they are rare events. Further, flows to each respective WWTP during diversions
only minimally affects travel times (Table S3).

2.7. Temperature Analysis

The temperature analysis was performed using hourly metered temperature data
from four representative subsewersheds in SS and three representative subsewersheds in JI
provided by MMSD (Figure 3). The daily temperature was calculated for each sample col-
lection data using the arithmetic average temperature for each meter. Then, the arithmetic
average of all four SS and all three JI values were calculated to apply to the data set. Over
the course of the year, the lowest recorded temperature was 6.05 ◦C and the warmest was
21.73 ◦C. To compare how much of an effect temperature had on SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted
concentration, data from the warmest (August, September, October), and coldest (February,
March, April) months were compared.
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Figure 3. Hourly metered temperature readings from four representative subsewersheds in SS WWTP
(within legs Q, R2, SB, T), and three representative subsewersheds in JI WWTP (within legs C, F1, I)
over the course of this study.

2.8. Time and Temperature Analysis

After determining JI has a shorter travel time than SS depending on flow conditions,
we hypothesized that SARS-CoV-2 copies per diagnosed case should be equal for the
two service areas if travel time did not affect measured concentrations. We assumed that
the amount of case under-reporting would be similar for the two populations. We confirmed
that the case rate was equal in both sewersheds (paired t-test, p = 0.81), supporting our
assumption. The difference in copies per case reflects the influences of the conveyance
system environment such as effects of temperature, or decay during longer travel time.
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To normalize between JI and SS service areas, quantified ddPCR SARS-CoV-2 RNA
concentrations were expressed as copies per case per day (Cp) using the Equation (2)

Cp =
(C × Q)

R
. (2)

where C is SARS-CoV-2 RNA copies (in millions) per liter of wastewater, Q is the flow of
the sewershed (in million liters per day), and R is the number of reported clinical cases
(day of collection) on the day of wastewater sampling. All clinical data were obtained
from the Office of Health Informatics and the Bureau of Information Technology Services
at the Wisconsin Department of Health Services (DHS) and were reported as the date of
sample collection. The date of the clinical sample result from each WWTP service area
can be downloaded from https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/covid-19/wastewater.htm#
wastewater (accessed on 10 March 2022). When determining how flow diluted the signal,
flow was removed from this equation, resulting in SARS-CoV-2 concentration (C f ) being
calculated using Equation (3).

C f =
(C)
R

. (3)

2.9. Statistical Analysis

Statistics were computed using R programing language (version 4.0.3 GUI 1.73). Non-
parametric Kendall’s tau was used to test hypotheses regarding correlations between
variables and SARS-CoV-2 copies per case, and t-tests were used to test hypotheses re-
garding relationships and trends with the data. Comparing two interrelated WWTPs; one
with a long travel time (up to 109 h), and one with a short travel time (as low as 4 h), we
used a paired t-test to determine if time impacts SARS-CoV-2 copies per case within the
wastewater treatment system.

Welch’s t-test was used to analyze how each parameter (temperature flow, BOD,
TSS) impacts SARS-CoV-2 copies per case. We further examined the temperature data for
significant outliers using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and post hoc Tukey
Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) analysis in R-Studio to compare each month within
the warm (August, September, October) versus cold months (February, March, April) data
sets (Figure 3). We further analyzed how much flow can dilute the fecal matter in the
wastewater using Kendall’s rank coefficient to compare PMMoV and the average daily
flow rate.

3. Results
3.1. Travel Time Determinations and Influences on SARS-CoV-2 Decay

The average travel time for SS was approximately three times longer than JI (Table 2),
and the ratio scaled similarly when comparing high and low flow conditions. Using
the maximum velocity to simulate high flow conditions, SS transit was approximately
2.5 times longer than JI. Moreover, when using the minimum velocity to simulate low flow
conditions, the difference in travel time rose to four times longer. The simulated low flow
travel times (using the minimum velocity) within a WWTP lengthen the average residence
time in the sewer network up to 12 times longer than high flow conditions simulated with
maximum velocity.

Table 2. Average, and simulated low flow (maximum), and high flow (minimum) travel times in
hours in JI and SS WWTPs. The data were compiled using the length of each pipe, and the average
velocity from 33 metered sites across 39 legs in the MMSD sewer network.

Plant Minimum Travel Time (h) Average Travel Time (h) Maximum Travel Time (h)

JI 3.74 7.45 27.64
SS 9.19 22.16 109.13

https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/covid-19/wastewater.htm#wastewater
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/covid-19/wastewater.htm#wastewater
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In general, travel time had little effect on SARS-CoV-2 concentrations entering the
WWTP. An increase from approximately 8 to 22 h only resulted in a 10% decrease in average
copies per case when comparing JI and SS travel times. While there was not a significant
difference in the SARS-CoV-2 copies per case detected from the WWTPs, there was a trend
shifting towards significance (paired t-test, t = 1.741, p = 0.08) indicating that there is
minimal difference in decay within the first ~24 h of travel time. We further examined the
difference in the SARS-CoV-2 copies per case (i.e., case-adjusted loads) under high flow and
low flow conditions (Figure 4). We expected under high flow conditions, there would be
no difference in copies per case between the WWTPs since travel time differs by only ~6 h,
which was confirmed by our analysis (Figure 4). When simulating low flow conditions
by considering minimum flow in all legs, there is up to an 80 h difference in travel time;
however, we also did not observe a difference in JI vs. SS case-adjusted loads, suggesting
that the SARS-CoV-2 signal is not affected by travel time.
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3.2. Influence of Flow

We investigated how flow might affect concentrations beyond the effect of the shorter
travel times. Therefore, we examined if higher flows had a proportional reduction
(i.e., dilution) in case-adjusted concentrations and of PMMoV. PMMoV is a human fe-
cal marker that is widely present in the human population, that acts as a measure of fecal
contribution. SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted concentrations were on average 50% higher in
high flows compared with low flows in JI (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.01). This might be suggestive
of the addition of SARS-CoV-2 due to scouring with high velocities, as opposed to a dilution
effect. SS case-adjusted concentrations were slightly higher with high flows, but this was
not significant (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.14) (Figure 5).

The percentage of human fecal contribution had a low but significant, correlation
to flow in both WWTPs (Figure 5) (Kendall’s tau, p < 0.05). Unlike SARS-CoV-2, PM-
MoV decreased slightly with increasing flows, but not to the extent expected if dilution
was occurring.
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Figure 5. Kendall’s rank correlation of case-adjusted concentration (copies/L/case) (left) and PMMoV
concentration (right) to daily average flow rate (MGD) in JI (top) and SS (bottom).

3.3. Influence of BOD and TSS

Overall, there was either no or very low correlation between BOD or TSS and case-
adjusted loads. The low negative correlation in JI of BOD to case-adjusted loads was
deemed significant (Figure 6), but considering JI had overall higher case-adjusted loads
and lower BOD than SS WWTP (Table 1), we can infer that BOD does not have a substantial
effect on SARS-CoV-2 concentrations entering the plant.
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in JI (top) and SS (bottom) WWTPs.
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3.4. Influences of Temperature

SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted loads were on average 40–55% higher in colder months
compared with warmer months in both SS (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.04) and JI (Welch’s t-test,
mboxemphp = 0.02) suggesting there is less decay in JI and SS conveyance systems in cooler
temperatures (Figure 7). These temperature effects occurred despite the short travel time
in the JI service area that would subject SARS-CoV-2 to temperature effects. We further
examined that temperature was significantly negatively correlated to SARS-CoV-2 copies
per case in both plants (Kendall’s tau, p < 0.05). August was the only significant outlier in
any grouping for both WWTPs (ANOVA, p < 0.05); August also had the highest flow of all
warm months (Figure S1).
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4. Discussion

Wastewater surveillance is increasingly being used by public health officials to monitor
COVID-19 prevalence and respond accordingly to help contain and mitigate outbreaks
in specific communities [11]. Researchers across the country are implementing this tool,
despite critical gaps in the knowledge on how SARS-CoV-2 recovery is affected within
untreated wastewater entering WWTPs [15,31–33]. While laboratory-based studies have
been performed to determine viral decay under certain temperatures over time [15,18],
our study has the benefit of access to a wastewater system that is highly instrumented for
flow and temperature. Both JI and SS fall under the supervision of MMSD which allows
comparison of two treatment plants with different travel times with nearly identical data
collection, maintenance, treatment, and supervisory standards. This enabled us to evaluate
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the impact of various parameters on SARS-CoV-2 concentration within the residence time
of a sewer conveyance system. The paired design of the study allowed us to control for
common parameters such as temperature or rainfall (increasing flow) when comparing
travel times since both systems were subjected to similar environmental conditions.

We hypothesized that under high flow conditions when travel times are shortest,
there would be no difference in copies per case between the two plants. Under low flow
conditions, when travel times are the longest and there is the greatest difference between
JI and SS, we would expect to observe a difference in SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted loads.
Overall, we found that there was minimal SARS-CoV-2 decay with travel time, suggesting
this is not an important parameter to consider in comparisons of different sewer systems.

Wastewater surveillance programs generally use measured concentrations multiplied
times the flow to calculate load. Since approximately the same number of people in
the service area contribute biological material to the sewer system in high flow or low
flow conditions, we expect that SARS-CoV-2 or fecal markers such as PMMoV would be
proportionally diluted with the flow. However, we found no effect where SARS-CoV-2 case-
adjusted concentrations were not proportionally reduced. The same analysis with PMMoV
also showed no proportional dilution; however, there were slight decreases in PMMoV
concentrations in high flow conditions. Higher flows can result in shorter travel times
and less decay which can account for this pattern, but our time travel analysis suggests
differences in decay over typical residence times are minimal.

Previous work found calculating loads using flow did not increase the correlation
between cases and SARS-CoV-2 concentrations compared with simply using concentra-
tions [3]. High flows result in scouring, which can inject residual SARS-CoV-2 into the
waste stream; however, this explanation was also not supported as we did not observe
an increased TSS with increased flow. Additional studies are needed to examine how
reservoirs might accumulate and be mobilized in conveyance systems, which can span
thousands of miles of pipes in urban areas. While most reporting is normalized to flow [7],
the practice to include flow in assessing SARS-CoV-2 trends needs further consideration.

We determined that TSS had a negligible effect on SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted copies
detected in wastewater, which is comparable to other literature [34]. Moreover, while BOD
was significantly higher in SS than in JI, we can conclude that there was no direct impact of
SARS-CoV-2 from BOD because the copies per case were not significantly higher in either
plant despite significant BOD levels. Further negating significance, JI illustrated a low but
significant negative correlation with BOD, but had overall lower BOD levels and higher
SARS-CoV-2 case-adjusted copies. In addition, BOD is known to be tightly correlated to
temperature [35], so this low correlation may be a direct result of temperature.

Temperature had the strongest effect on SARS-CoV-2 viral concentration (Kendall’s tau,
p < 0.05), significantly reducing observed concentration exposed to warmer conditions in JI
(paired t-test, p = 0.02), and SS (paired t-test, p = 0.046). Temperature posing a significant
effect on SARS-CoV-2 decay is consistent with other studies that indicate coronaviruses,
and specifically SARS-CoV-2, are sensitive to warmer temperatures [15,36–39] where decay
rates for similar temperature windows ranged between 0.021–2.16 k/day [15,20,21,39].
Increasing temperatures reduce RNA stability, and make it more difficult for any virus
to survive [40]. Previous studies have shown that increasing the temperature from 4 ◦C
to 10 ◦C can more than double the decay rate of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, measured through
detection of the N1 and N2 gene [38].

In all, temperature is the only parameter crucial to consider when interpreting empiri-
cal values for SARS-CoV-2 concentrations in wastewater, especially when combined with
longer residence times due to low flow weather conditions and extensive sewer networks.
The residence time of a sewer conveyance system can change vastly on any given day
due to weather conditions; it is important to take this into account when determining or
applying the decay rate within a sewer network.
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5. Conclusions

Wastewater surveillance is one of several innovative approaches to understand the
spread of COVID-19 in the community beyond traditional public health testing [35,39].
This study quantified the influence of time, flow, and temperature, which contextualizes the
magnitude of these influences compared with method variability. Methods can vary more
than an order of magnitude [12]; however, travel time, flow, and temperature differences
were within an order of magnitude. While it is difficult to calculate the total loss of SARS-
CoV-2 in the conveyance system, influences that are different between systems (travel time),
changes day-to-day (flow), or over seasons (temperature) can diminish the relationships
between SARS-CoV-2 and infection in the community. Understanding how wastewater
treatment systems can alter SARS-CoV-2 detection prior to sample collection can aid in the
interpretation and comparison of wastewater surveillance values being reported.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w14091373/s1, Sample Data Set S1: Sample and Parameter infor-
mation; Table S1: Primer/Probe Sequences for ddPCR [41]; Table S2: Estimated travel times using
approximation of most similar legs; Table S3: Estimated travel times accounting for pipe diversions;
Figure S1: The daily average flow measurements matching the date of sample collection in SS and JI.
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Abbreviations

ANOVA Analysis of variance
BCoV Bovine Coronavirus
BOD Biological oxygen demand
CDC U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
COVID-19 Coronavirus disease 2019
DHS Department of Health Services
JI Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility
LOD Limit of detection
LOQ Limit of quantification
MG Million gallons
MGD Million gallons per day
MMSD Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewage District
NTC No template control
NWSS National Wastewater Surveillance System
PMMoV Pepper Mild Mottle Virus
RNA Ribonucleic acid
RT-ddPCR Reverse transcription droplet digital PCR
SARS-CoV-2 Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
SS South Shore Water Reclamation Facility
TSS Total suspended solids
WWTP Wastewater treatment plant
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